Abstract-The time taken performing fitness calculations can dominate the total computational time when applying Particle Swarm Optimisation (PSO) to complex real life problems. This paper describes a method of estimating fitness, and the reliability of that estimation, that can be used as an alternative to performing some true fitness calculations. The fitness estimation is always made, but, should the reliability of this fitness estimation drop below a user specified threshold, the estimate is discarded and a true fitness evaluation performed. Results are presented for three problems that show that the number of true fitness evaluations can be significantly reduced by this method without degrading the performance of PSO. Further the value used for the threshold, the only new parameter introduced, is shown not to be sensitive, at least on these test problems. Provided that the time to perform a true fitness evaluation is far longer than the time for the fitness and reliability calculations, a substantial amount of computing time can be saved while still achieving the same end result.
I. INTRODUCTION
The domain of applicability of Particle Swarm Optimisation (PSO) has steadily increased since the algorithm was first introduced in 1995 by Kennedy and Eberhart [1] . While initial experiments were restricted to optimising simple functions, further development has enabled PSO to be used for real life applications. However, application to a wide spectrum of real life problems has been handicapped by the need to perform a full evaluation of the fitness function every time a particle changes position. For real life problems the computational cost of a full evaluation of the fitness function can easily become the dominant computational cost. This computational cost can have the effect of making the time for the swarm to converge become so large that the use of PSO becomes impractical for certain problems unless large parallel computing implementations are used, and sometimes not even then. Work currently underway involving the author seeks to use PSO to optimise the parameters controlling the simulation of the evolution of binary stars and each fitness calculation takes 25 minutes on the Victorian VPAC supercomputing cluster. 1 This problem of excessively long fitness function calculations has already been faced in the field of evolutionary computation where success has been achieved using various ways to predict the fitness of a new individual (the evolutionary 'equivalent' of moving a particle to a new position) without actually having to calculate it. For the PSO it would be possible, in theory at least, to maintain a list of previously explored positions and their fitness and perform a look up each time a particle is moved. If the new position of this particle is found on the list, the associated fitness can be used (as long as the problem is static). But the list will rapidly become large and, since the aim of the algorithm is to explore in new and promising regions of problem space, the number of 'hits' may be low. The low number of 'hits', together with the cost of list maintenance, make for a low probability that time would actually be saved for all but the most trivial of problems. What is needed is a way to infer a usable estimate of the fitness from the known fitnesses of previously explored points.
One approach used for genetic algorithms has been to model a local approximation to the true fitness function by making an accurate [2] or multilevel [3] model of the fitness function. Since the time taken to calculate an output from such a model is often small compared to the time taken for a true evaluation this approach can be attractive. However, the model has to be built and maintained -using true fitness values -which can be very time consuming in itself. Further, different models may need to be created, and maintained, for different regions of problem space. In all, this may well take more computation than just evaluating each new position as required.
An alternate approach applied to evolution by Salami and Hendtlass [4] estimated the fitness of a new individual from the fitness of its parents and the distance between this new individual and its parents in genetic space. It is this approach that is adapted to suit the particle swarm algorithm in this paper. The rest of this paper is organised as follows. In Section II a brief introduction is given to the particle swarm algorithm variants used in this work. Section III described the fitness estimation algorithm and Section IV the problems for which results are presented in this paper. Section V presents and discusses these results with some general concluding comments being given in Section VI.
II. SOME PARTICLE SWARM ALGORITHM VARIANTS In the particle swarm algorithm a number of particles 'fly' through a multi-dimensional space, a space in which every position corresponds to (can be mapped to) a possible solution to some specified problem. Particles work cooperatively to find the position that corresponds to a good solution to the problem, ideally the best solution. In the PSO the particles will ultimately congregate at one particular position. The particles find good positions by each particle regularly updating its velocity taking into account its previous velocity, and two of these four attractor positions: 1) the best position yet found by the whole swarm 2) the best position yet found by a significant fraction of it 3) the best position currently being experienced by a small (neighbourhood size) fraction of the swarm that are local to this particle 4) the best position yet found by this particle itself.
The first attractor position used can be either 1) or 2), together with a second attractor position that is either 3) or 4) . Option 1) gives a greedier algorithm than option 2), and option 3) gives a greedier algorithm than option 4). For the work described in this paper options 1) and 3) are used, resulting in the greediest PSO algorithm that converges fast but has the highest likelihood of converging to a suboptimal position. This choice was made to suit the WoSP variant of the PSO described below.
Two particle swarm velocity update equations are used in this paper as shown in equations 1 and 2
In equation 1, M is the momentum of the particle that controls how much of its previous velocityV T is used as a component of its new velocityV T +t a time t later. The current position of the particle isX T ,Ḡ best is the position of either attractor 1) or 2),L best is the position of either attractor 3) or 4), G is a parameter reflecting the importance of the first attractor, L is a parameter reflecting the importance of the second attractor and R1 and R2 are two independent random numbers in the range from zero to one.
There are two differences between the two particle swarm velocity update equations. The first is that in equation 1 the velocity generated by the second and third term depends on the distance from the particle to the point of attraction, whilst in equation 2 the magnitude of the velocity (but not the direction) is independent of the distance. The second change is the addition of a third influence in equation 2; equation 3 defines this third influence a short range force,SRF . The i th component of the short range force exerted on particle x by particle y is given by:
where V xyi is the i th component of the velocity of particle x with respect to particle y, D xy is the distance from particle x to particle y, SRF factor is the magnitude of the short range force at unit distance, and SRF power sets how fast this force decreases with distance.
This short range force of attraction has no effect unless two particles are very close together (for example, if converging at an optimum) when, because of the fact that velocities are updated at regular discrete intervals and that the velocity calculated at the previous update is assumed to apply unchanged for the whole time interval t between updates, an aliasing effect occurs that can cause particles to be ejected from the vicinity of this optimum. By organising ejected particles into separate 'waves' that have no knowledge of the position, fitness or indeed very existence of any particle in any other wave, a version of the swarm algorithm that conducts sequential searches of (in principle) an infinite number of optimal positions is produced. Once ejected a particle cannot report to its wave for a distance called the search scale. This effectively sets the minimum distance between optima that can still be resolved. For more information on the Waves of Swarm Particles (WoSP) PSO variant see [5] , [6] .
The position update equation used with both velocity update equations is shown in equation 4.
Note that when updating the position, the velocity calculated for time T+t is assumed to have been the velocity ever since time T.
Neither particle swarm velocity update equation contains a velocity constriction factor such as that used in the T1PSO [7] , [8] , [9] . This is omitted as the greedy choices made for the attractor positions have the effect of making the use of such a constriction factor unnecessary.
III. THE FITNESS ESTIMATION ALGORITHM
A given particle has both a fitness (either evaluated or estimated) and a reliability that gives an indication of how reliable that fitness is thought to be. A fitness that is truly evaluated has a reliability of unity, but with each fitness estimation the reliability of the estimated fitness reduces. When estimating the fitness at some point, should the reliability of this estimate drop below a user specified threshold the estimate is abandoned and a true fitness evaluation is made (thus restoring the reliability to unity). To minimise the number of positions whose fitness and reliability need to be kept, only the positions occupied by the particles in the previous iteration are kept. The fitness of a particle after it has been moved is derived from the fitness and reliability of this particle before it was moved and the fitness and reliability values associated with the position of the particle that was closest to this new position last iteration. All particles must have to have their fitness evaluated in the first iteration.
The new estimated fitness and reliability values are calculated using the following algorithm. Let the distance from the first reference point (with fitness F 1 and reliability R1) be D1 and the distance from the second reference point (with fitness F 2 and reliability R2) be D2. Then the estimated fitness f is given by:
and the estimated reliability r by:
where
and
The behaviour of equations 5 and 6 can be seen in the one dimensional example shown in figure 1 that takes two positions, one at 15 and the other at 25 as the positions to calculate from. The top line shows the estimated fitness. Note that the estimate matches the known fitness at positions 15 and 25 and linearly estimates the fitness between these points. Above 25 the estimated fitness asymptotes down (below 15 the estimated fitness asymptotes up ) to the average fitness of the two reference positions so that far from either particle the estimated fitness will be this average.
The estimated reliability is equal to the known reliability at positions 15 and 25 but everywhere else it is less. The further from either of the two reference positions the greater the decrease. Should a particle be at a position far from either 15 or 25, the reliability is likely to have fallen so far as to be under the threshold and so a fitness evaluation will occur.
A threshold of one will result in a fitness evaluation being carried out every move (as in the traditional PSO algorithm). A threshold of zero will result in fitness estimation being carried out every move. Without any fitness evaluations being made to provide a 'reality check', the values the PSO is trying to use will become meaningless. The choice of threshold value is the only new parameter introduced to the PSO when fitness estimation is added. The closer the threshold to one, the closer the execution time will approach that of the traditional PSO. The closer to zero, the more execution time will potentially be saved but the higher the chance that the PSO will end up solving a problem only loosely related or even completely unrelated to the real problem we set out to solve. 
IV. PROBLEMS EXPLORED IN THIS PAPER
The results from three problems have been chosen in order to show aspects of the effect of fitness estimation on the behaviour of the PSO.
The first of these is the apparently trivial problem of finding the origin, the fitness of each particle being its distance from the origin, as shown in equation 9.
where f is the fitness and x i is the i th component of the position of the particle.
This becomes quite hard as the number of dimensions increases for any algorithm that makes simultaneous updates in all dimensions (as the PSO does). For a new position to be more successful than the old position the net effect of all the changes in all the dimensions must be an improvement. As the number of dimension increases this becomes harder, especially approaching the origin. Results will be presented for PSO seeking the origin in 100 dimensions.
The second problem is Rastringin's function [10] .
where f is the fitness and x i is the i th component of the position of the particle. This is a well known function commonly used as a test problem for optimisation algorithms. This can be readily solved by a traditional PSO algorithm.
The third problem is Schwefel's function [11] in 30 dimensions. This is another well known function commonly used as a test problem for optimisation algorithms. It has a large number of local optima but one unique global optimum. No matter the number of dimensions, the position and size of this global optimum can be readily calculated, as can the positions and sizes of any local optimum.
This problem is included as the chance of the conventional PSO algorithm finding the global optimum position is very low. This is because in 30 dimensions there are 1.2 × 10 27 local optima that need to be explored. Sequentially exploring optima using the WoSP PSO variant gives a very reasonable chance of finding the global optimum [5] . Like many real life problems that also have many local optima, fitness evaluation now constitutes a significant fraction of the total computational load.
The values used for the parameters for each problem are shown in table I, where column A gives the value for the minimising the distance to the origin problem, column B the values for Rastringin's function and column C the value for Schwefel's function.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Minimising the distance to the origin in 100 dimensions
There is some evidence on all the plots in figure 2 of two phases of activity, in the first of which fast progress is made. In the second phase (from about 100 iterations onwards) progress is slower as the algorithm finds it harder to make a move that has a net beneficial effect on the fitness over all 100 dimensions. It could be argued that PSO is not a very suitable algorithm for this second phase. Having a threshold of either 0.75 or 0.5 has little effect on the average best fitness per generation compared to a threshold of one, despite the fact that the first two thresholds correspond to a mixture of fitness estimation and true fitness evaluation and the last to only using true fitness evaluation. When the threshold is as low as 0.25, the number of fitness estimations again rises. The fact that the estimated fitness can never be lower (or higher) than the lowest (highest) fitness of the two reference points from which it is derived makes it even harder for the algorithm to find points whose estimated fitness is better than the currentḠ best andL best . This may, at first sight, suggest that the fitness estimation PSO algorithm is not particularly suited to problems containing regions of problem space that are smooth changes.
However, when the average fitness is plotted against the number of true evaluations as in figure 3 , it becomes clear that for this problem it will take less true evaluations to achieve a given performance using fitness estimation than when not using it (if only marginally for a threshold of 0.25). The quality of the final solution is comparable in all cases. Provided the time taken to do a true evaluation is significantly greater than the time taken to estimate the fitness (not true for this particular problem), the overall result would be less computing for results of comparably quality. Figure 4 shows that it would be hard to pick whether fitness estimation was being used (and, if it were, what value was being used for the threshold) if one just has the average best known fitness at each iteration (an iteration is all particles making one position update). The values presented here are for 30 particles and the average is over 100 independent repeats. However, figure 5 shows that the performance as a function of the number of true evaluations differs substantially with the four threshold values. The performance with a threshold of one (no fitness estimation) is poorer than any of those that do allow fitness estimation. Table II shows the average final fitness and the standard deviation for the four tested threshold values, along with the maximum and minimum final values found (a total of 100 independent repeats were done for each threshold value). As Rastrigin's function is a minimisation function (with a global best value of zero) the final values show that the exact optimum had not been located, although compared to the initial values of over 6,000,000 the particles had made significant progress in the number of iterations that they had been allowed (20,000). Again PSO, with or without fitness estimation, is not efficient in the final stages of converging to an optimum. Table II shows that the threshold in use could not be identified from these end results in a blind test. Figure 6 shows the ratio of the cumulative totals of the number of fitness evaluations to the number of fitness estimations for Rastrigin's function as a function of the iteration number. Note that for all thresholds less than one (whenever fitness estimation is being used) this ratio is asymptotic to a number less than one. This means that the number of true fitness evaluations is always less, often significantly, than one half of the number of fitness evaluations required by a PSO algorithm that does not use fitness estimation.
B. Rastrigin's function in 100 dimensions
C. Schwefel's function in 30 dimensions
This function, with its many local optima, can be solved by successive exploration of optima using the WoSP variant of the PSO algorithm [5] . The results presented here only show relatively early stages of this exploration (for the first 10,000 iterations by which stage the best known result is well within the top 1% of all results) because of the significant amount of computing involved. Given 200,000 iterations WoSP has a 41% chance of finding the global optimum [5] .
Although there is some difference in the early stages and a slight difference in the late stages, the plots of the average best known fitness versus iteration shown in figure 7 are very similar especially during the time that the swarm is making good progress. When plotted as the average best known fitness versus the number of true evaluations (figure 8), the advantage of using fitness estimation becomes clear. If there was only enough time to perform 10,000 true fitness evaluations, the best location the conventional PSO (threshold=1) would have found, on average, would have a fitness of some 3500. Using a threshold of 0.25, the best location the PSO with fitness estimation would have found, on average, would have a fitness of about twice this.
The particular significance of this result is that it is achieved in a system that frequently moves particles far from the region(s) of problem space that have been explored. The use of the reliability value associated with the fitness, and the way that this decreases, not only with the reliability associated with the two reference positions in use, but also with the distance of the new position from these two reference positions. This clearly demonstrates that the fitness estimation algorithm described in this paper not only decreases the number of fitness evaluations required but also is reasonably efficient at deciding when true evaluation is really required. Table III shows statistics for the final average fitness found during 100 independent repeats for each particular threshold. As might be expected for a highly stochastic process there is considerable variation between repeats and it is suggested that it would not be possible to predict the threshold in use from any one result or even a small number of repeats. Table IV gives statistics for the iteration in which the final best result for this run was first found. Table V gives statistics for the wave that found the best result for each particular run. Again there is no significant difference between the results for different thresholds. It is this 'no significant difference' that is important here -the actual final fitness values are limited by the modest number of fitness evaluations allowed as mentioned above.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper has reported results for three different optimisation problems using a conventional PSO as well as a PSO that uses fitness estimation. For these results (and all others so far obtained by the author) the final result obtained does not depend on which PSO or which threshold for the fitness estimation PSO. However, the number of true evaluations that had to be performed to obtain the result differ markedly. For problems in which each fitness evaluation takes a significant time (more than the fitness estimation process which is not computationally intensive) this can result in a significant saving in the time it would take to get these results. The PSO algorithm does not need to be altered in any way: it is only the fitness estimation / evaluation process that is altered. One new parameter, the threshold, is introduced. While the value chosen for this will affect the time taken, a wide range of values may be used. In this sense the value chosen is neither sensitive nor, so far, has it been observed to be problem dependent.
